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ABSTRACT: Some of the problems connected with Gayadasa and his activity as a commentator 
are discussed, as well as the date to which he can be assigned  
 
Gayadasa was the author of a commentary 
(panjika)
1, called Nyayacandrika
2  ,  on the 
Susrutasamhita.  The humerous quotations 
from it, an all the sections of the 
Susrutasamhita, especially to be found in 
Dalhana’s commentary, prove that it 
covered the whole of that text
3.  In spite of 
its great fame it has only been partially 
preserved. The Nyayacandrika on the 
Nidanasthana is known in one manuscriopt
4 
and has been edited
5.  The commentary on 
the Sarirasthana, still unedited can also 
preserved in one unique manuscript
6 , is now 
being studied by Jean-Louis Ruyters, a 
student of the Institute of Indian Studies of 
the University of Groningen in the 
Netherlands.  Some authors assume that 
Gayadasa also wrote a commentary on the 
Carakasamhita
7, but conclusive proofs have 
not been adduced and not a single fragment 
of it has survived.  Gayadasa was one of 
Dalhana’s chief authorities and is profusely 
quoted by him.  Other sources of quotations 
are the Vyakhyamadhukosa, 
Vyakhyakusumavali, Niscalakara’s 
Ratnaprabha  –  Gopaladasa’s Cikitsamrta, 
and Sivadasasenas commentaries.  Dalhana 
often  quotes Gayadasa by name, but also 
refers to him as Gaya
8. The Nyayacandrika 
is mentioned once only by name
9. Apart 
from these unambiguous references Dalhana 
mentions a number of panjikas and two 
panjikakaras.  It is difficult to determine 
which of these indicate gayadasa and his 
commentary.  In the introduction too his 
commentary on the Susrutasamhita, the 
Nibandhasamgraha, where Dalhana informs 
us about his sources, he remarks that he 
consulted the panjikakaras quoted by him 
are evidently these two authors, but this is of 
little avail in identifying the quotations since 
. Dalhana never quotes Bhaskara by name 
and  only refers to  the opinion of the 
panjikakara
10  or the two panjikarakas 
11.  
Moreover, the title of Bhaskara’s 
commentary is left unmentioned by him.   
The situation is complicated by the fact that 
Dalhana quotes three panjikas, the Brhat
12-
Maha
13  and Laghupanjika
14. This number 
can be reduced to two by assuming that the 
Brihat and panjika are identical.  Since 
Gayadasa was Dalhana’s greatest authority 
it is tempting to suppose that the Brhat or 
Mahapanjika is Gayadasa’s Nyayacandrika 
and the Laghupanjika Bhaskara’s 
commentary
15, which explains why some 
authors subscribed to this view
16, but proofs 
have not been adduced.  As we have seen, 
the two panjikakaras quoted by dalhana are 
gayadasa and Bhaskara’s, but who is the 
panjikakara in the singular?.  It is not 
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evidence, that gayadasa is alluded to in this 
way.  On the contraty, a closer study of the 
relevant passages shows that this 
panjikakara is not regarded as an authority 
by dalhana, who disagrees with him in half 
of the cases. Since this is at variance with 
Dalhana’s respectful attitude   towards 
gayadasa, I am in facour of the hypothesis  
that the panjikakara is Bhaskara.  Another 
problem is raised a Candrika and 
candrikakara, quoted by several 
commentators
17. The view that this 
candrikakara is Gayadasa
18  and this 
Candrika his Nyayacandrika or his lost 
commentaty on the  Carakasamhita is still 
open to doubt and requires further study
19. 
 
Gayadasa does not give us any information 
about himself, but P.Cordier
20 already noted 
that he is called an antaranga
21, i.e. a court-
physician, in the colophon of the manuscript 
of his commentary on the Nidanasthana of 
the susrutasamhita. D. Ch. Bhattacharyya
22 
discovered later that Niscalakara calls him 
gaudesvarantaranga srigayadasasena, which 
means that he was court-physician to a king 
of Bengal. 
 
For a long time it was difficult to reach 
some precision with regard to Gayadasa’s 
date. J. Jolly
23 only remarked that he some 
precision with regard to gayadasa’s be 
earlier than Dalhana (about  1200) because 
the latter quotes him. A.F.R. Hoernle
24 
stated that he is not later than the eleventh 
century and supposed Gayadasa and 
Cakrapanidatta (second half of the eleventh 
century) to be contemporaries.  G. Haldar 
assigned Gayadasa to the tenth
25  or the 
tenth-eleventh century
26 or the opinion that 
he is earlier than Cakrapanidatta
27. P.V 
Sharma regards him as a contemporary of 
Cakrapanidatta
28.  
 
Important in narrowing the limits in which 
gayadasa must have lived is the fact that 
Jejjata (about 600) is quoted by him
29.  The 
lower limit cannot be established with more 
precision.  The quotations from Gayadasa by 
Vijayaraksita
30  (about  1100) and Dalhana 
(about 1200) provide us with a provisional 
upper limit. D. Ch. Bhattacharyy’s 
contention
31  that Gayadasa is quoted in 
Cakrapanidatta’s commentary on the 
Carakasamhita does not carry much weight 
because it is based on a reference by 
Cakrapanidatta to a candrikakrt on susruta
32, 
and, as pointed out earlier, it remains to be 
proved that this is Gayadasa
33. 
 
More light on the problem of Gayadasa’s 
terminus and quem was shed by my study of 
Brahmadeva
34, in which I reached the 
conclusion that Brahmadeva is posterior to 
Gayadasa and anterior Cakrapanidatta. This 
enables me to assign Gayadasa to the period 
between Jejjata and Brahmadeva, which 
means that he is earlier than Cakrapanidatta 
and not a contemporary of the latter.  This 
conclusion implies that D. Ch. 
Bhatacharyya’s date of Gayadasa (about 
1100)
36, who reigned from 988 to 1038
37.  
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